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the not so wonderous stinging
nettles, which didn’t go down
well with our summer attire!
Stilton declared himself to now be
fighting fit as we approached the
1st check .  Sadly, ET and Redeye
announced that ‘they couldn’t be
bothered with any of it and
wanted to fade away into the
background’ (or did they really
mean the aforementioned beer
garden)….

The solutions to the 1st and 3rd
checks were VERY obvious – but
apparently not to the stand-in
RA Belcher!  The 2nd check was
a little more tricky as it involved
a very busy road, but that did not
stop our motley crew as we raced
off, with Popeye doing a very
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impressive somersault over a
rather large fence.  This was a
trail that had everything – pigs
grunting in the woods, shire
horses and pretty ponies.
Unfortunately Red Eye was
observed patting a pony by
Spingo, who declared ‘You can’t
shag it’ – to which he replied ‘but
I thought this was called the
‘Runday Shag’…. He was later
spotted trying to get Chunderos
to kiss a shire horse! Rather
worrying to say the
least……………..

The hare, Ear Trumpet,
afforded the pack lots of rest….
and more stiles than one could
imagine…. 69 was the last count.
Even the knitting circle were

heard to say that they had to
keep up, as they didn’t know the
route and had no choice.

So all was going rather well,
until ‘His knees are buggered’
tried to pass himself off as ‘Doug
the Tub’and was seen to take a
flying fall whilst running with his
sticks.  Then poor old Pinball lost
one of his running shoes in a pile
of dung and had to proceed
without it for the rest of the race.
He was, however, given a ‘down
down’ as it was thought he might
have taken his shoes off so that
he could approach the animals en
route more quietly!!!

A very fitting drink stop was
manned by Cherry, providing
Greek Ouzo to go with the Greek
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Date 11-May-08

Hare T-Total

Venue Park Gate

On On Surrey Oaks

Well as I arrived into the car
park of the Surrey Oaks, an
interesting sight occurred –
Tequil’Over rubbing suncream
onto the chest of Chunderos… at
the back of the Yellow Submarine.
Luckily Spingo came to the rescue
with a rather large Beer Flag and
hastily covered up Ms.
Chunderos….

And so we were off, at a
prompt 11.00 am, and one hasher
was heard to mention how
appealing the beer garden looked
on this scorcher of a day! The
weather brought out a great
turnout and even Harry the dog
came out for a run with J. Arthur.
And so onto the trail with a
wonderous view of bluebells and

type sunshine… and so we
continued.  It was a shame that
our RA Bonn Bugle missed such
fun and was unable to blow her
trumpet… but then I’m told the
previous RA Cardiff Conversion
never turned up anyway.  Ha ha.
In fact, all future hares have been
asked to provide more ‘softie
things’ for drinking from now on,
as we’re all just getting too merry
on the hard stuff!!  And so on we
went, with the naughty GM FRB
setting a bad example and running
straight across a field of crops
(claiming to be chasing Chastity
Belt). He was given a suitable
‘down down’ as punishment, a
man who is said to know how to
say the word dandelion in 7
different languages…. !!

It was nice to see that the Hare
was considering world food prices
as he placed such small amounts
of flour for the checks…
However, he was the only Hare to
have correctly spelled ‘On Inn’
… Almost a genius trail and just
the perfect length…and he even
offered us Ginger Beer from his
car.  My alter ego (Sabrina) and I
thoroughly enjoyed the trail…
that is until we were given a
‘down down’ for incorrect attire,
along with Chunderos, and poor
Cherry had gone to so much
trouble in designing our new SH3
summer tops.

Well done to Bumble who
finally completed a whole trail
without short-cutting, and to
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1728 25-May Swish

1729 01-Jun Desperate Dan Abinger

1730 08-Jun Doug Tub & Mrs
Robinson

1731 15-Jun Strumpet, Ear Trumpet

1732 22-Jun ‘Ard on Provocateur Effingham

Run 1727

Date 18-May-08

Hare Puffer/Bumble

Venue Peaslake

On On Hurtwood Inn GU5 9RR

SSA/OS   Old 122B1 New 154C5/
TQ 083,445

Scribe

Directions:

The Receding Hare-Line
Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Affix Stamp
 HereTo

A25 Guilford, direction Dorking. In Gomshall opposite "Murco"
turn right into Queen Street (ducky). Continue South for 2 miles
to Peaslake. At stone cross (well quite angry) in Peaslake turn
right into Walking Bottom (sweatie). Car park is 400 yards
(383.876 mtrs) on left. (Bumble / Teq [pissed])

Spingo and Tug who got lost on the last ‘long one’ and aborted and
went home.

On On
Balls Breaker (aka Sabrina) (aka Amanda)…..

_________________________________________

(Continued from page 1)

Polesden Lacey Festival: Shakespeare's "Antony & Cleopatra"
directed by Damien de Roche. - See it on Friday (as 12th July Sat is
our 100th — Teq )  Do it following Thursday.  Performances will be
on the purpose-built, outdoor stage in the grounds at Polesden
Lacey.

10 July 7.30pm - 10.30pm Gates Open 6.30pm Adult £10 grass in
advance, £12 grass on the night.

Coming Attractions  New! Revised!
30 May-1 Jun —- Belgian Nash Hash 2008—- Mons Belgium
www.e-tron.be/bmph3/bnh2k8.htm

24 Aug —  SH3 Family Picnic Event

20 Sept —  Treasure Hunt

21 Sept  —  Hash 1745

3rd - 6th Oct —  Vineyard Hash  See below

17 Jan 2009 — Christmas Party

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details
Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: onsec@surreyh3.org

Vineyard Hash 2008 — Hashers make their own way (train,
plane) to Bergerac  where they will be met. Three nights at
Hôtel du Lac in Villeréal, with  breakfast, gourmet dinner (incl
aperitif and coffee, but not wine)   160 euros per head. FRB
can offer euros at the split between the  buying and selling
rates. Hares: Ear Trumpet, Rain Man.

Hares:  bring sufficient WATER AND Lemonade (cold if
possible) in this hot weather!

Weybridge Run - Summer is Back - Tuesdays (This Tues is
The Sportsman - Mogador)


